We provide a monotone O(m 2/3 )-approximation algorithm for scheduling related machines with precedence constraints.
Introduction
Internet users and service providers act selfishly and spontaneously, without an authority that monitors and regulates network operation in order to achieve some social optimum such as minimum total delay. An interesting and topical question is how much performance is lost because of this. This generates new algorithmic problems, in which we investigate the cost of the lack of coordination, as opposed to the lack of information (online algorithms) or the lack of unbounded computational resources (approximation algorithms).
There has been a large amount of previous research into approximation and online algorithms for a wide variety of computational problems, but most of this research has focused on developing good algorithms for problems under the implicit assumption that the algorithm can make definitive decisions which are always carried out. On the internet, this assumption is no longer valid, since there is no central controlling agency. To solve problems which occur, e.g., to utilize bandwidth efficiently (according to some measure), we now not only need to deal with an allocation problem which might be hard enough to solve in itself, but also with the fact that the entities that we are dealing with (e.g. agents that wish to move traffic from one point to the other) do not necessarily follow our orders but instead are much more likely to act selfishly in an attempt to optimize their private return (e.g. minimize their latency).
Mechanism design is a classical area of research with many results. Typically, the fundamental idea of mechanism design is to design a game in such a way that truth telling is a dominant strategy for the agents: it maximizes the profit for each agent individually. That is, each agent has some private data that we have no way of finding out, but by designing our game properly we can induce them to tell us what that is (out of well-understood self-interest), thus allowing us to optimize some objective while relying on the truthfulness of the data that we have. This is done by introducing side payments for the agents. In a way, we reward them (at some cost to us) for telling us the truth. The role of the mechanism is to collect the claimed private data (bids), and based on these bids to provide a solution that optimizes the desired objective, and hand out payments to the agents. The agents know the mechanism and are computationally unbounded in maximizing their utility.
A seminal paper [4] considered the general problem of one-parameter agents. The class of one-parameter agents contain problems where any agent i has a private value t i and his valuation function has the form w i · t i , where w i is the work assigned to agent i. Each agent makes a bid depending on its private value and the mechanism, and each agent wants to maximize its own profit. The paper [4] shows that in order to achieve a truthful mechanism for such problems, it is necessary and sufficient to design a monotone approximation algorithm, and use a payment function given by [4] . An algorithm is monotone if for every agent, the amount of work assigned to it does not increase if its bid increases. More formally, an algorithm is monotone if given two vectors of length m, b, b ′ which represent a set of m bids, which differ only in one component i, i.e., b i > b ′ i , and for j = i, b j = b ′ j , then the total size of the jobs (the work) that machine i gets from the algorithm if the bid vector is b is never higher than if the bid vector is b ′ .
Using this result, monotone (and therefore truthful) approximation algorithms were designed for several classical problems, like scheduling on related machines to minimize the makespan, where the bid of a machine is the inverse of its speed [4, 2, 6, 1, 14] , shortest path [5, 10] , set cover and facility location games [9] , and combinatorial auctions [15, 16, 3] .
Problem definition In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling jobs in a multiprocessor setting where there are precedence constraints between tasks, and where the performance measure is the makespan, the time when the last task finishes. We denote the number of processors by m and the number of jobs by n. We consider the version of this problem where the machines are related: each machine has a speed at which it runs, which does not depend on the job being run.
Denote the size of job j by p j (j = 1, . . . , n). Denote the speed of machine i by s i (i = 1, . . . , m). In our model, each machine belongs to a selfish user. The private value (t i ) of user i is equal to 1/s i , that is, the cost of doing one unit of work. The load on machine i, L i , is the total size of the jobs assigned to machine i divided by s i . The profit of user i is P i − L i , where P i is the payment to user i by the payment scheme defined by [4] .
Our goal is to minimize the makespan. This problem is NP-complete in the strong sense [11] even on identical machines and without precedence constraints. As is generally the case in algorithmic mechanism design, we are not interested in maximizing the total profit of the users. In this case, our objective function is not even directly related to the loads (which determine the profits of the agents).
In order to analyze our approximation algorithms we use the approximation ratio. For an algorithm A and input σ, we denote the cost of A on input σ by A(σ). An optimal algorithm is denoted by opt. The approximation ratio of A is the infimum R such that for any input σ, A(σ) ≤ R · opt(σ). If the approximation ratio of an offline algorithm is at most ρ we say that it is a ρ-approximation.
Previous results (non-selfish machines) The classic problem where all machines are identical was considered by Graham in his seminal paper [12] , where he showed that list scheduling produces a (2 − 1 m )-approximate solution. Jaffe [13] presented an algorithm for the problem with related machines with approximation ratio of O( √ m). This was later improved to O(log m), first using a linear programming relaxation [8] and then with a combinatorial algorithm [7] , using a new and more involved lower bound for the optimal makespan.
Our result We present a monotone approximation algorithm based on Jaffe [13] which achieves an approximation ratio of O(m 2/3 ). Throughout the paper, we assume that the machines are sorted in a fixed order of non-decreasing bids (i.e. non-increasing speeds, assuming the machine agents are truthful, s 1 ≥ s 2 ≥ . . . ≥ s m ).
Algorithm
Our algorithm works as follows. For simplicity of presentation, we assume that m 2/3 is an integer. We define a fixed ordering of the machines which does not depend on the speeds. We use this ordering in Step 4 below. 2. Ignore all machines with speed less than α, where α < 1 is a parameter to be fixed later.
3. If at most m 2/3 machines remain, assign all jobs to the fastest machine. Extend the partial ordering given by the precedence constraints to a complete ordering and run the jobs in this order.
4. If i > m 2/3 machines remain, consider all the schedules produced by List Scheduling on m 2/3 + 1, . . . , i identical machines and use the lexicographically smallest schedule that minimizes the maximum load (i.e. not necessarily the makespan!). For this schedule, reorder the job loads such that the ith largest load ends up on the ith fastest machine according to the bids.
5. During the execution, each machine repeatedly selects a job that is assigned to it and for which all predecessors have finished running. This job is run until it completes. If there is no such job, the machine is idle.
Analysis
Theorem 1 This algorithm is monotone.
Proof If a machine that receives no load becomes slower (increases its bid), it will still receive zero load. If it becomes faster, it might get some load, whereas previously it did not get any load. If a machine which is not the fastest but which receives some load changes its bid, it (possibly) changes its place in the speed ranking of the machines, and thus can only get more load if it gets faster and less when it gets slower. Note that the schedule that our algorithm produces does not change so far, because in Step 4 our algorithm produces the same job sets each time (since List Scheduling is applied on identical machines, and the lexicographically smallest schedule with minimal maximum load is used).
If the machine which is already fastest becomes even faster, this might lead to some other machines being dropped from consideration. If only the fastest machine remains (that is, there are at most m 2/3 machines with speed at least α times the maximum speed), it clearly gets more load than before, because it now gets all the load.
Otherwise, the largest load (which is the load on the fastest machine, that we are considering) does not decrease, because our algorithm considers all options of using m 2/3 + 1, . . . , i machines where i is the number of machines that are not ignored with the old speeds. Thus if the largest load is smaller with the new amount of machines, we would have used this amount of machines earlier even though we had more machines available.
Conversely, if the fastest machine becomes slower, we have the same process as above in reverse. In all cases, our algorithm is monotone.
Theorem 2 For α = 1/(φm 1/3 ), this algorithm has an approximation ratio of φm 2/3 (1 + o (1)).
Proof Scale the job sizes such that the optimal makespan is 1. If our algorithm uses only one machine, then the last m − m 2/3 machines all have speed at most α. Thus the optimal load on the first m 2/3 machines is at most 1, and the optimal load on the remaining machines is at most α. Furthermore, there are no gaps in the schedule produced by our algorithm. Thus it has a makespan of at most
compared to an optimal makespan of 1. Since α = 1/(φm 1/3 ), we have lim m→∞ x(m)/m 2/3 = φ. If our algorithm uses i machines, we have that the makespan on identical machines is at most 1+(m−1)/i times optimal according to Graham [12] . This expression is maximized for i = m 2/3 +1, which is the smallest value of i that our algorithm uses (besides 1).
Since the algorithm uses machines of speeds at least α < 1 instead of machines of speed 1, the actual makespan is at most
times the optimal makespan on identical machines of speed 1, and therefore certainly at most y(m) times the optimal makespan on the actual (slower) machines. Note that in this argument, we only use that all machines that are used have speed at least α. Thus the fact that we reorder the loads in Step 4 does not affect our argument. We have lim m→∞ y(m)/m 2/3 = φ, where φ = 1.618 . . .
Open questions
An obvious open question is to improve this approximation ratio. However, finding a better approximation ratio in the context of selfish machines does not seem easy. In particular, the approach of Chudak and Shmoys [8] does not seem suitable because we do not know how the output of the linear programming relaxation changes when the speeds of the machines change. On the other hand, the lower bound introduced by Chekuri and Bender [7] is a complicated formula of the speeds, for which it is also not easy to analyse the change when one of these speeds changes.
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